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Comps Talks

Come support your classmates and friends at their comps talks next week! Group comps talks will take

place in Olin 141 on both Tuesday, February 14 and Thursday, February 16.  Take a look at what

they'll be speaking about below, then be sure to stop by and support them while they show what they've

learned; you're likely to learn a thing or two as well!

Tuesday, February 14 - Olin 141

Title: Mathematical Modeling: from Anglers to Astronauts

Speakers: Katherine Ahlgren, Sydney Bell, Zack Dong, Cathy Guang, Sammy Roman and Lingyu Wei

Time: 3-4pm

Abstract: Think about your own math experience and times you spent working on application problems.

These  problems  explore  ways  in  which  we  can  describe  the  world  around  us  using  mathematical

language. Our comps is about mathematical modeling: taking real world problems, describing them as

mathematical  problems, solving these problems, and translating the solutions back to  the real  world.

Together we have practiced mathematical modeling across a wide range of topics, from modeling the

stress levels of astronauts to predicting patterns of fish migration in Scotland. We will be using the skills

we have developed in this practice as we compete in the 2023 Mathematical Contest in Modeling, which

starts two days after this comps presentation!

Title: Stock Price Prediction with Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) Networks and Social Sentiments

Speakers: Carl Zhang, Kevin Chen, David Chu and Jeanny Zhang

Time: 4-5pm

Abstract: Predicting stock prices is one of the most attractive problems in quantitative finance. We are

interested  in  utilizing  the  predictive  and  computational  power  of  neural  networks  in  capturing  the

complexity and non-linearity of stock price data. Additionally, we believe that market sentiment correlates

with  how  a  specific  stock  performs.  We  extract  that  information  by  using  deep-learning  contextual

language models training on a large amount of Tweets related to a certain stock. Combining past stock

values and sentiment  scores,  we aim to  make predictions  on future  stock prices  using novel  neural

network  architectures  such  as  Long-Short-Term-Memory  and  Convolutional  Neural  Network.  Our



modeling  approach  is  shown  to  outperform  traditional  statistical  time-series  models  such  the  Vector

Autoregressive model on predicting long-term stock values. These results suggest that neural networks

combined with sentiment data are more effective in forecasting trends in the stock market and can inform

important decisions for financial institutions and investors.

Title: Bayesian Statistical Inference for Animal Population Modeling

Speakers: Eway Cai, Eric Cheng, Luke Mager, Alexander Staff and Nina Sun

Time: 5-6pm

Abstract:  Long-term  monitoring  of  endemic  animal  populations  is  essential  in  the  formation  of

environmental policy. This task is however challenged by a plethora of difficulties in detecting individual

organisms and as such is prone to error. Several models have been developed to counteract this source

of systematic error in population modeling. Our wild turkey modeling study builds off of the work of St.Clair

et al.  2010, who showed that catch-effort modeling effectively estimates wild turkey abundance in the

state of Minnesota. We extended the existing catch-effort model to include a time trend as well as factored

in three new years of  data and new hunting regulations.  Our  Moose study builds off  of  the work of

Archmiller et al. 2018, who utilized a robust hierarchical time series model to estimate Moose abundance

in Minnesota.  Our  study explored  alternative models  beyond a temporal  spline as well  as tested an

alternative sampling method for sightability parameters. Through our sampling approach, run time of the

full model was significantly reduced while producing similar abundance estimates.

Title: Unpacking Algebra: Lesson Planning with Applications

Speakers:  Michael  Dreger,  Michaela  Polley,  Tia  Ahmed,  Rachel  Ziems,  Raine  Bernhard,

Andrea Ramos, Riley Madsen and Isaac Fried

Time: 6-7:20pm

Abstract: Middle and high school students have difficulty learning algebra partly because they don’t see

the connections between algebra concepts and future applications. Without seeing why they should care,

they lack the motivation to persevere when the work gets challenging. We used several sources, including

visits to local classrooms, to compile a list of requisite pre-algebra and algebra skills. With those in mind,

we  devised  lesson  plans  that  introduce  and  practice  one  or  more  of  the  target  skills  and  include

applications whenever possible. We created 98 such lesson plans, cross-listed by algebra skills used. In

pairs, we taught at Northfield Middle School, allowing us to assess the effectiveness of our work. These

lessons  will  be  compiled  to  form a  textbook  that  will  be  made available  to  middle  and  high  school

teachers.

Thursday, February 16 - Olin 141

Title: A User-friendly Guide to Analytic Number Theory

Speakers: Gustavo Flores, Horace Fusco and Shuhang Xue

Time: 3-4pm

Abstract:  In this talk we will  explain some of the threads that weave together analytic and algebraic

number theory. Our centerpiece is the study of primes and their distribution, which will take us through the

foundational material in Riemann’s Memoir, and the proof that the number of primes less than a given

number, x,  is asymptotic to x /  log x.  To this end we explore the Riemann zeta-function, ζ(s),  whose



relationship with the primes is most immediately seen in its Euler product formula, ζ(s) = ∏p(1 - p-s)-1,

which holds when Re(s) > 1. This, in turn, motivates the discussion of more general class of functions, the

Dirichlet L-functions, which have similar product formulas and bear a strong resemblance to the zeta-

function.

Dirichlet L-functions are defined using characters on finite abelian groups, giving a first glimps of a deeper

connection with the algebraic side of number theory. We then approach our discussion of primes from an

algebraic perspective, exploring unique factorization in number rings, motivated by its central importance

in the quest for a proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem. In this context, the class number, which measures how

close a number field is to having unique factorization, gives rise to another L-function. The relationship

emerges through Dirichlet’s class number formula for quadratic fields, and brings our considerations full

circle.

New Student Algebra Club

Do you want to learn more math in a friendly setting? Do you have a math topic you are passionate about

that you want to teach to others? Do you want Oreos? Consider coming to Algebra Club! Algebra Club is

an unofficial student-run club dedicated to teaching our fellow students interesting math. We meet every

Thursday starting at 8:00 pm in CMC 209 and every Friday during convo time in CMC 328. Every

meeting consists of a lecture by one of your fellow students followed by a set of problems to have fun with

the material. The Friday lectures are meant to be accessible to everyone, typically require little to no

background, and have recently included talks like "Counting Walks on Young Lattices." The Thursday

lectures are a bit more technical, usually assume Algebra I, and recent talks have been on Nakayama's

Lemma and flat modules. There is fun for all levels of technical interest, and there is frequently food! If

you have any questions,  would  like  to  join  the mailing  list,  or  are  so  excited that  you would  like  to

contribute a talk, feel free to contact Horace Fusco (fuscoh@carleton.edu) or Sebastian Vander Ploeg

Fallon (vanders@carleton.edu). We look forward to seeing you!

MCM/ICM Applied Math Contest

Are you interested in spending a weekend immersed in a real world problem with a team of friends? Like

the idea of winning recognition and prizes for your effort? Join a team to compete in the mathematical and

interdisciplinary contests in modeling (MCM/ICM), Thursday February 16 - Monday February 20!

You'll work in a team of three for four days on a problem you select. Six possible problems are offered,

focused on subject areas of continuous math, discrete math, data insights, optimization, sustainability, or

policy making.  Previous problems tackled topics like fungal  growth,  fighting wildfires,  the influence of

musical artists on one another, and the sustainability of systems of higher education. Read more about

the contest here: https://www.comap.com/undergraduate/contests/index.html

If you are interested in participating in the MCM/ICM please fill out the form linked below no later than

Monday February 13 (sooner if possible). If you have teammates in mind, let me know. If not, I can

help you form a team. You are not committing to anything by filling out the form.

FILL THIS OUT IF YOU ARE INTERESTED: https://forms.gle/EMvgBanvxcQx6auB6

Feel free to contact me (rthompson@carleton.edu) with any questions!



Summer@BSME

Join Summer@BSME in 2023! A 6-week summer program in Hungary, Summer@BSME is designed for

those interested in the learning and teaching of secondary mathematics. Participants spend five weeks in

Budapest exploring Hungarian mathematics pedagogy. During the sixth week, participants travel to the

beautiful town of Pálköve on the shore of Lake Balaton to engage in a field experience at a mathematics

camp for grade 5–12 students.

Go to bsmeducation.com for the application (due April 1), list of courses, cost information and further

details. Contact Jill at bsme@bsmeducation with any questions.

Jobs, Internships and Other Opportunities

Jobs

Research Professional, Energy Policy Institute at Chicago (EPIC), apply by February 17.

Internships

Research Intern, Thomas Jefferson University Division of Biostatistics, apply by February 15.

R&D Research Intern, Cardiac Rhythm Management, Boston Scientific, apply by April 7.

Other

Biomedical Data Science Summer Research, University of Wisconsin-Madison, apply by February 15.

DRUMS Summer Research Program,  North  Carolina  State  University,  rolling  admissions  (application

review begins February 15).

Big Data Summer Institute, University of Michigan, apply by March 15.

For more information and opportunities, visit the Carleton Career Center!

Upcoming Events

Week 6

Friday, February 10, 3:30-4:30pm, Leighton 305

Tour of Mathematics Talk, MurphyKate Montee: "Finding Fibonacci in the Hyperbolic Plane"

Week 7

Friday, February 17, 3:30-4:30pm, Leighton 305

Tour of Mathemarics Talk, Sunrose Shrestha: "A dynamical systems approach to some classical algebraic

and number theoretic results"
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